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Introduction

In a series of papers, collected in the book [1], the authors described di®erent processes of

pattern and speaker recognition, classi¯cation, veri¯cation and identi¯cation by Generalized

Nets (GNs; see [2]). Now, our aim is to detailize the estimations related to these processes,

using the approach of the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets (IFSs, see [3]).

The GNs are suitable tool for describing of parallel processes °owing in real-time, because

these nets give the possibility to represent as from the analytical point of view (using GN-

token characteristics), so as from the logical point of view of the processes (using the GN-

transition condition predicates). Using ordinary GNs, we estimate these predicated in the

frameworks of the ordinary ¯rst-order logic. If elements of intuitionictic fuzziness are added,

we can estimate the predicates and the validity of the tokens characteristics in more detail:

with degrees of validity (correctness, etc.) and of non-validity (incorrectness, etc.).

Here we shall use all necessary elements of the GNs and IFSs theories, following [2] and

[3], respectively, without de¯nitions.

In [1,4] we constructed an ordinary GN model of the automatic document processing.

Now, we shall extend this model adding elements of intuitionictic fuzziness. We shall keep

all notations from [1,4] for easy comparison between both models. In the present model we



shall add only a new place (l07), but the forms of some tokens characteristics, and of some

transition condition predicates will be essentially complex.

A GN-model

The constructed reduced GN without temporal components, places and tokens priorities

and without places and arcs capacities is shown in Fig. 1. For this model tokens keep all

their history. The transition condition predicates and token characteristics are described

not absolutely formally in order to make easier the understanding of the formalism in use.

Transitions Zi (i = 1; ::; 5) correspond to major steps in document processing where Z1

and Z2 refers to the pre-processing stage.

Initially, token ® enters place l1 with a characteristic:

\digital matrix of the handwritten text I(x; y) = I0(x; y) +N(x; y;¾)",

where the observed image I(x; y) is a result of an ideal but unknown image I0(x; y) and a

normally distributed random noise N(x; y;¾). Here, ¾ determines the range of the variation

of the grey-level value at point (x; y) due to the noise. In this case it is possible to include

intuitionistic fuzziness introducing parameters ¹FI and ºFI in the following way: ¹FI =

I0(x; y)¡¾ is a low boundary and ºFI = 1¡ I0(x; y)¡¾ is a upper boundary of the interval
I(x; y) belongs to, as it is shown on Fig. 2.

Z1 =< fl1; l7g; fl2; l3; l4; l5g;
l2 l3 l3 l5

l1 W1;2 W1;3 W1;4 W1;5

l7 W7;2 W7;3 W7;4 W7;5

>;

W1;2 =W7;2 = \it is necessary for noise reduction",

W1;3 =W7;3 = \it is necessary for contrast enhancement",

W1;4 =W7;4 = \it is necessary for edge sharpeness",

W1;5 =W7;5 = \it is necessary for background elimination".

Entering transition Z1 token ® can split into two or more tokens, if the original document

must be processed by di®erent enhancing procedures. Each of the new tokens will be

interpreted as an ®-token. All of them will transfer independently in the next transition

and all of them will be united in place l6 .

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\digital matrix of smoothed image I1(x; y) = I(x; y) ¤K1(x; y)"

in place l2,
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Fig. 1: GN model of document processing

0 1I0(x; y)¡ ¾ I0(x; y) + ¾

I0(x; y) ºFI(x; y)¹FI(x; y)z }| { z }| { z }| {

Fig. 2.

\digital matrix of contrast enchanged image I2(x; y) = I(x; y) ¤K2(x; y)"

in place l3,

\digital matrix of sharpened image I3(x; y) = I(x; y) ¤K3(x; y)"

in place l4 and

\digital matrix of extracted structure I4(x; y) = I(x; y) ¤K4(x; y)"
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in place l5, where the convolution kernelsK1(x; y); K2(x; y);K3(x; y); K4(x; y) depend on the

enchancement procedure. The uncertainty at this stage stems from the initial uncertainty

and the round-o® error, i.e.,

¹i = ¹FI ¡
1

2p
;

ºi = ºFI +
1

2p
;

provided the intensity range of the image is [0; p]. A possible interpretation of this process

could have the following form:

Ha;b(¹; º) =< a:¹; º + b:(1¡ ¹¡ º) >;

where Ha;b(¹; º) is an extended modal operator over an IFS (see [3]) and a; b are parameters

dependent on the kernels K1(x; y);K2(x; y);K3(x; y);K4(x; y).

Let us denote the current characteristic of each one of ®-tokens by x®cu and its charac-

teristic obtained before s steps { by x®cu¡s.

Initially, in place l07 there is a token ¯ with initial characteristic

\user's criteria for image quality, thresholds L¹; Lº for segment quality evaluation":

Z2 =< fl2; l3; l4; l5; l07g; fl6; l07; l7g;

l6 l7 l07

l2 W2;6 W2;7 false

l3 W3;6 W3;7 false

l4 W4;6 W4;7 false

l5 W7;6 W7;7 false

l07 false false true

;^(_(l2; l3; l4; l5; l6); l07) >;

where

W2;6 = W3;6 = W4;6 = W7;6 = \no procedure for enhancement is necessary" & \pr2x
®
cu <

L¹" _ \pr3x®cu > Lº",
W2;7 =W3;7 = W4;7 =W7;7 = :W4;6; where :W is the negation of predicate W and priX is

the i-th projection of multidimendional set X.

The tokens obtain characteristic

\enhanced image, ¹EI ; ºEI"

in place l6, and

\needs further enhancement"
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in place l7, where ¹EI is the number of good segments, ºEI is the number of poor segments

in terms of a speci¯c criterion de¯ned as the initial characteristic x¯0 .

Transition Z3 describes the segmentation process.

Z3 =< fl6g; fl8; l9; l10; l11g;
l8 l9 l10 l11

l6 W6;8 W6;9 W6;10 W6;11

>;

W6;8 = \it is necessary for text extraction",

W6;9 = \it is necessary for formulae extraction",

W6;10 = \it is necessary for drawing detection",

W6;11 = \it is necessary for picture extraction".

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\block of text in the image"

in place l8,

\regions of formulae"

in place l9,

\regions of drawings"

in place l10 and

\picture areas"

in place l11.

Transition Z4 is related to feature extraction and classi¯cation of text elements, descrip-

tion of formulae, coding of drawings and pictures. Detailed description in terms of GN of

the character recognition process is given in [1,5].

Z4 =< l8; l9; l10; l11; l16; l18g; fl12; l13; l14; l15; l16g;

l12 l13 l14 l15 l16

l8 W8;12 W8;13 W8;14 W8;15 W8;16

l9 W9;12 W9;13 W9;14 W9;15 W9;16

l10 W10;12 W10;13 W10;14 W10;15 W10;16

l11 W11;12 W11;13 W11;14 W11;15 W11;16

l16 W16;12 W16;13 W16;14 W16;15 W16;16

l18 W18;12 W18;13 W18;14 W18;15 W18;16

>;

W8;13 = \it is necessary for character measurement and recognition",

W8;14 = \it is necessary for formulae description",
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W8;15 = \it is necessary for drawing description",

W8;16 = \it is necessary for picture manipulation",

W8;16 = \it is necessary for processing of more than one block of information".

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\text measuremet and recognition"

in place l12,

\formula description"

in place l13,

\drawing description"

in place l14,

\picture processing"

in place l15 and

\unprocessed block of information"

in place l16.

Z5 =< fl13; l18g; fl17; l18; l19g;
l17 l18 l19

l13 W13;17 W13;18 W13;19

l18 false false W18;19

>;

W13;19 = \operator's action (correction, change) is necessary",

W13;17 = :W13;19,

W13;18 = \the document is to be archived",

W18;19 = \a particular document from the data-base is required to complete with".

The tokens obtain the characteristics

\the document is processed properly"

in place l17 and

\expert's estimation of the actual document"

in place l18, and they do not obtain any characteristic in place l19.

Conclusion

The GN formalism proves to be a suitable tool for modelling of variety of technological

and intellectual processes. It allows for an easy presentation, investigation and evaluation of
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the properties of modelled processes. In the present chapter an attempt is made to describe

the process of automatic document processing, handwriting analysis and writer's and face

recognition in terms of the intuitionistic fuzzy GNs theory. The description concerns the

major stages of the process. These are quite complicated problems requiring speci¯c knowl-

edge and experience. The major steps towards their solution include the pre-processing

stage of digitized images aimed at the comprehensive enhancement, i.e. noise reduction,

contrast improvement and edge sharpening; segmentation of speci¯c area like lines, words,

characters, contours, strokes, homogeneous regions, face elements; measurement of general

and speci¯c geometric and structural features of the text and face and comparison with sam-

ples from a data-base. The solution of these problems is of great practical interest including

the identi¯cation of unkhown individual, veri¯cation of a speci¯ed person or selection of a

small number of individuals matching best the person under investigation. The described

steps are actually common for all recognition problems and the applied techniques after

adaptation, if necessary, could be applied to the solution of di®erent image processing and

pattern recognition tasks like machine recognition of maps, graphics or paintings.

The classi¯ciation error results from the evaluated measure of similarity between the

actual image and the images in the data base. It depends on the overal accuracy of emasured

parameters ¹SI ; ºSI ; ¹GP ; ºGP , ¹FP ; ºFP .
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